means that the political culture itself becomes richer, and the role of symbolism more politically consequential. It also further increases the symbolic effects of personalisation, image and presidential discourse.
It may be an exaggeration to depict the Fifth Republic (1958-) as the 'Republic of leadership'; politics involves, inevitably, a myriad of other things, but the politics of France since 1958 has been distinguished by strong leadership. Notions of an exclusive 'French exceptionalism' are debatable, but France does distinguish itself at least from comparable 'Western' regimes of representative government through the emphasis it places on presidential power (and in the right circumstances upon the enormous power and authority the President wields). For the main part, Fifth Republic leadership has been strongly presidential, but the emergence of the focus on the presidency has had an impact well beyond the institution of the presidency itself. One could argue, in fact, that it is politically ingrained in the Republic today. France was not, traditionally, associated with a presidential-executive style of leadership; in fact the opposite is true. One of the constant themes of political writing in the Third Republic was the need for leadership at the top, and the divided and what seemed to be the unassertive nature of the Republic's political elite. Of course, some of this criticism came from the extreme right and was a way of belittling the Republic's response to contemporary France's many problems (particularly, in fact, its fear of strong leadership) but the criticism went beyond this, and envious eyes were cast at the American presidency, taken -often with much lost in translation -as a Republican model.
In its origins, and today in some of its constitutional and institutional limitations, the American presidency was designed to domesticate the power of the personal, the 'monarchic'. Ironically, it was during the time of the French Third Republic that the US presidency began to take on some of the leadership features that make France and the US comparable today, particularly in symbolic politics -strong rhetoric, national appeal, and consequential use of the media (all of this under FDR). But as with the original American presidency, French republican attitudes to strong leadership were also 'Roman' in their fear of 'tyranny'. Hence French republicanism's efforts to screen out from normal political practice all ' imperial'-seeming claims to leadership. These efforts were, of course, redoubled after the European experience of fascism. So, from the 1789 Revolution onwards, French republicanism struggled with personal leadership; in the wake of World War II, de Gaulle's envisioning pretensions were bound to hit the brick wall of republicanism's assertions of impersonal power.
